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In a combined experimental and theoretical study, we investigate the properties of Sr2Ir1−xRhxO4.
From the branching ratios of the L-edge isotropic X-ray absorption spectra, we determine that the
spin-orbit coupling is remarkably independent of x for both iridium and rhodium sites. DFT+U
calculations show that the doping is close to isoelectronic and introduces impurity bands of predom-
inantly rhodium character close to the lower Hubbard band. Overlap of these two bands leads to
metallic behavior. Since the low-energy states for x < 0.5 have predominantly jeff = 1

2
character, we

suggest that the electronic properties of this material can be described by an inhomogeneous Hub-
bard model, where the on-site energies change due to local variations in the spin-orbit interaction
strength combined with additional changes in binding energy.

In recent years, there has been a significant interest in
the electronic properties of iridium oxides. Compared to
first-row transition-metal oxides, the electrons in the 5d
orbitals experience a larger spin-orbit interaction due to
the larger nuclear charge, but have a smaller electron-
electron interaction as a result of the larger radial extent
of the 5d orbitals. The low-energy physics of Ir4+ (5d5)
compounds is dominated by jeff = 1

2
states2–4 arising

from the splitting of the t2g states by the 5d spin-orbit in-
teraction. Mott physics in this band causes insulating be-
havior for undoped compounds, such as Sr2IrO4. The va-
lidity of the jeff = 1

2
states was confirmed by resonant in-

elastic x-ray scattering experiments5 that showed a clear
spin-wave dispersion for the pseudospins and distinct
transitions between the jeff = 1

2
and 3

2
states. Consider-

ing the large widths of the t2g bands, one might question
the stability of the jeff = 1

2
states. From DFT+U calcu-

lations, it is known2 that, while the empty t2g states have
predominantly jeff = 1

2
character, for the occupied states,

there is an overlap of the two jeff bands at higher binding
energies. Furthermore, pressure-dependent studies6 show
that the local spin-orbit coupling is strongly reduced in
Sr2IrO4 above 30 GPa and extrapolates to zero around
80-90 GPa. In this study, we look at Sr2Ir1−xRhxO4

where the spin-orbit coupling is perturbed by doping with
rhodium ions. Rhodium is situated directly above irid-
ium in the periodic table and has a significantly smaller
spin-orbit interaction.

The behavior of rhodium-doped iridates has puzzled
researchers for several years. The doping of rhodium de-
creases the magnetic ordering temperature and a transi-
tion from an antiferromagnetic insulator to a paramag-
netic metal is observed at x = 0.177–11. A number of
qualitative explanations have been given for the changes

in the electronic structure. On the one hand, one can en-
vision rhodium doping as an isoelectronic substitution of
a 5d5 ion by a 4d5 ion7,8. The metal-insulator transition
is then due to the tuning of the effective spin-orbit in-
teraction in the amalgated band structure. On the other
hand, it has been proposed9–11 that the rhodium dop-
ing is not isoelectronic but inserts Rh3+ (4d6) ions into
the IrO2 planes. To conserve charge neutrality, nearby
Ir5+ ions are created. The effective hole doping changes
the filling of the iridium bands, causing a metal-insulator
transition comparable to a doped Mott-Hubbard insula-
tor. In a combined experimental and theoretical study,
we demonstrate that Sr2Ir1−xRhxO4 is an inhomoge-
neous Hubbard system that conserves the jeff = 1

2
stuc-

ture at low rhodium dopings. Although theory shows
that the doping is close to isoelectronic, there is virtually
no tuning of the spin-orbit interaction. The local modu-
lation of the spin-orbit interaction between rhodium and
iridium sites combined with small variations in binding
energy induces states close to the top of the lower Hub-
bard band leading to metallic behavior for larger rhodium
doping.

Figure 1 shows the isotropic X-ray absorption spectra
at the L edges of polycrystalline Sr2Ir1−xRhxO4 for sev-
eral doping levels (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.70). Additional experimen-
tal details are given in the Supplementary Materials12.
Of particular importance in the study of 4d and 5d ma-
terials is the intensity ratio of the L3 and L2 edges6,9,14,
known as the branching ratio BR = IL3

/IL2
. This

quantity can be related to the spin-orbit coupling via13

BR = (2+ r)/(1− r) with r = 〈L ·S〉/nh where nh is the
number of holes on the transition-metal site and 〈L · S〉
is the expectation value of the spin-orbit coupling of the
empty states (note that this is opposite to 〈L · S〉 of the
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FIG. 1. The top part shows the isotropic X-ray absorption
at the iridium and rhodium L edges. The bottom half gives
the branching ratio (BR), i.e. the ratio of the integrated
intensities of the L3 and L2 absorption edges, as a function
of x. This quantity is directly related to the ground-state
expectation value of the spin-orbit coupling via 〈L · S〉 =
nh(BR− 2)/(BR + 1), where nh is the number of holes. The
Figure makes a comparison of the experimental branching
ratios (with error bars) and the values obtained from DFT+U
(connected by a dashed line for clarity) for Sr2Ir1−xRhxO4.

occupied states). The bottom part of Fig. 1 shows a re-
markable stability of the branching ratio, apart from the
Rh value for x = 0.05. The lack of change in the iridium
branching ratio rules out the possibility of tuning of the
effective spin-orbit interaction strength through rhodium
doping7,8.
Let us look at the spin-orbit coupling in more detail.

There are two major contributions to 〈L · S〉14. First,
there is the formation of the jeff = 1

2
moment for the

t2g orbitals. Even for Sr2RhO4, the strength of the spin-
orbit interaction is sizeable (ζ ∼= 0.15 eV15), yet it has
less impact on the electronic structure compared to cer-
tain 3d transition-metal compounds where ζ is smaller.
To understand this, we need to include the effects of
a finite bandwidth. Figure 2 shows the calculation of
〈L · S〉 as a function of ζ. The simulation is done using
a tight-binding model, which reproduces well the effects
of a density-functional theory calculation in the absence
of strong on-site interactions. When only including t2g
orbitals (thin line in Fig. 2), 〈L · S〉 is close to zero for
small ζ and increases steadily to the asymptotic value
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FIG. 2. Tight-binding calculation of the expectation value of
the spin-orbit coupling 〈L · S〉 (in units of ~2) of the empty
electron states as a function of the strength of the spin-orbit
interaction ζ for an nd5 transition metal compound with a
finite bandwidth. The thin solid line gives the result if only
t2g orbitals are included; for the thick line, both t2g and eg
orbitals are included. The dashed line is a comparison with
an atomic calculation.

of 1 (in units ~
2). For iridates with ζ ∼= 0.4 eV, the

spin-orbit coupling is relatively close to its asymptotic
value. For rhodates, 〈L · S〉 is strongly reduced by band
effects. For small ζ, there is a strong difference with
a calculation for a single ion (dashed line in Fig. 2),
where 〈L · S〉 jumps discontinuously from 0 to 1 when
a finite spin-orbit interaction is introduced. This clearly
shows that band effects are responsible for the reduction
in the spin-orbit coupling6,14. An understanding of the
reduction can be obtained by considering a simple model
with a single hole per site in shifted square jeff = 3

2
, 1
2
-

bands. The jeff states arise from the t2g orbitals and
have 〈L · S〉 = −0.5, 1, respectively. If both bands have
the same band width W , a relative displacement of 3

2
ζ

induces a spin-orbit coupling 〈L · S〉 = 3ζ/W , reaching
the maximum value of 1 for ζ = W/3 ∼= 0.5 eV for a
typical band width of W = 1.5 eV. For rhodates and iri-
dates, this gives 〈L · S〉 = 0.3 and 0.8 with ζ = 0.15 and
0.4 eV, respectively, close to the values obtained with
a more elaborate calculation, see thin line in Fig. 2. A
strongly reduced 〈L ·S〉 value is not in contradiction with
the observation of strong spin-orbit coupling effects at the
Fermi surface16. Whereas the former is indicative of the
absence of a strong local jeff = 1

2
, the latter only affects

a very limited number of electrons close to the chemical
potential.

The second contribution to 〈L ·S〉 comes from the cou-
pling of the jeff = 3

2
with the eg orbitals. For ζ ≪ 10Dq,

where 10Dq ∼= 3 eV is the cubic crystal field, this adds
12ζ/(10Dq) ∼= 1.6 to 〈L ·S〉14, see the solid line in Fig. 2.
Note that the spin-orbit coupling continues to increase for
larger spin-orbit interaction strength ζ. Only in the limit
that the spin-orbit interaction dominates (ζ ≫ W, 10Dq)
does 〈L · S〉 approach the asymptotic limit of 5 corre-
sponding to five holes in the j = 5

2
states, where the

j = 5
2
, 3
2
states branch from all the d orbitals.
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In order to understand the effects of rhodium sub-
stitution in an iridate, we performed density functional
theory (DFT+U) calculations. The spin-orbit interac-
tion was treated within a fully relativistic j-dependent
pseudopotential scheme. For additional details, see the
Supplementary Materials12. Figure 3 shows the results
for Sr2Ir1−xRhxO4 with x = 0, 0.125, 0.25 and 1. Since
we include all d orbitals in the calculation of the spin-
orbit coupling, we project onto the j = 5

2
, 3
2

states.

The jeff = 1
2

states branch directly from j = 5
2
; the

jeff = 3
2
states are a mixture of both j values. In the

limit 10Dq ≫ ζ, the ratio of j = 5
2
, 3
2
character in the

jeff = 3
2
band is 40:60, giving 〈L · S〉 = 0. For iridates,

this has dropped to 30:70.
Sr2IrO4 shows the well-known formation of a Hubbard-

like model where the lowest electron-removal and addi-
tion states have predominantly jeff = 1

2
(j = 5

2
) charac-

ter, see Fig. 3(a). However, states further away from the
top of the valence band have a mixed j = 5

2
, 3
2
charac-

ter, indicative of jeff = 3
2
. We obtain a band gap of 0.45

eV. The calculated spin-orbit coupling is 〈L · S〉 = 2.4.
Sr2RhO4 is, as expected, a metal with a mixed j = 5

2
, 3
2

character at the Fermi level indicative of the reduced
spin-orbit coupling. The expectation value 〈L ·S〉 = 0.95
is reduced 60% compared to Sr2IrO4, see Fig. 3(d). The
branching ratios obtained from these expectation values
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FIG. 3. DFT+U calculation of the density of states for
Sr2Ir1−xRhxO4 with x = 0, 0.125, 0.25, and 1 shown in (a)-
(d), respectively. The projected j = 5

2
, 3

2
(solid and dashed,

respectively) densities of states for iridium (blue/gray) and
rhodium (red/purple) are shown. For a better comparison,
the projected densities of states of iridium and rhodium are
normalized to their integrated intensity.

compare well with the experimental ones, see Fig. 1.
Fig. 3(b) shows the calculation for x = 0.125.

We see that a narrow impurity-like band of predomi-
nantly rhodium character appears inside the gap close
to the lower Hubbard band. The Fermi level lies in-
side a 39 meV gap. Figure 3(c) shows the results
for Sr2Ir0.75Rh0.25O4. We see that the rhodium states
broaden and now overlap with the iridium bands, caus-
ing metallic behavior. There are a number of salient dif-
ferences with earlier suggested changes in the electronic
structure7–11. The broad features of the iridium pro-
jected density of states remain largely intact. Therefore,
there is little indication of spin-orbit tuning with the
energy difference between the j = 5

2
and 3

2
almost un-

changed. In addition, there is only a small reduction of 30
meV in the energy between the upper and lower Hubbard
bands in the iridium projected densities of states. The
presence of states inside the Hubbard gap has also been
observed with optical spectroscopy7 and was interpreted
as the emergence of quasiparticle states comparable to
that observed in dynamical mean-field theory17. How-
ever, since these states are already present in a DFT+U
calculation, this assignment is unlikely. Alternatively,
these empty states could be related to hole doping into
the lower Hubbard band9,10. However, a calculation of
the change in electron densities shows that the variations
are 0.16 electrons or less compared to the undoped com-
pounds. The rhodium substitution is therefore very close
to isoelectronic. This appears to contradict the results in
Refs.9–11 based on the chemical shifts of the Rh L-edge
X-ray absorption spectra.
Analysis of the results shows that the density of states

close to the Fermi level can be approximated by an inho-
mogenous jeff = 1

2
Hubbard model. Although the doping

is close to isoelectronic, there are significant local modu-
lations of the strength of the spin-orbit interaction plus
additional small chemical shifts. The reduction in ζ of
0.25-0.3 eV for the rhodium sites is sufficient to pull states
from the upper Hubbard band into the 0.45 eV gap.
These states subsequently merge with the lower Hubbard
band to cause metallic behavior. Surprisingly, the states
close to the Fermi level retain their jeff = 1

2
(j = 5

2
) char-

acter. Where the states at the Fermi level in Sr2RhO4

have a mixed j = 5
2
, 3
2
character, the j = 3

2
weight in the

rhodium partial density of states is suppressed in the mid
gap states. This is due to the enhanced mixing between
the mid-gap j = 5

2
states and similar states in the lower

Hubbard band. This also leads to the presence of iridium
density of states in the mid-gap states.
The DFT+U calculations show that the low-energy

electronic structure of Sr2Ir1−xRhxO4 has predominantly
jeff = 1

2
character. Rhodium doping leads to the appear-

ance of impurity-like bands close to the lower Hubbard
band. We therefore propose that the low-energy prop-
erties can, to lowest order, be described by a inhomoge-
neous Hubbard model

H =
∑

iσ

εic
†
iσciσ − t

∑

〈ij〉σ

(c†jσciσ +H.c) + U
∑

i

ni↑ni↓,
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FIG. 4. Local variations in electron density on the transition-
metal sites in Sr2Ir1−xRhxO4 for x = 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, and 0.25
using an inhomogeneous Hubbard model in the Hubbard-I
approximation. The area of the circles corresponds to the
change in electron density, where red/blue indicates an in-
crease/decrease of the electron density with respect to 1. All
the rhodium sites have an increased density (red). The vari-
ations in electron density are less than 0.1.

where σ =↑, ↓ represents the two degrees of freedom in
the jeff = 1

2
states. The last two terms on the right-hand

side are the usual Hubbard model with an on-site repul-
sion U and where 〈ij〉 indicates nearest-neighbor hop-
ping. The first term indicates the inhomogeneities intro-
duced by the local variations in the spin-orbit interaction
strength ζ in combination with additional changes in the
binding energy. This system differs somewhat from the
usual inhomogenous models20 in that there is almost no
variation in the on-site energies of the doped sites. We
use this model to further investigate the electronic struc-
ture of Sr2Ir1−xRhxO4. To calculate larger systems we
apply the Hubbard-I approximation18, where the local
Green’s function is given by

G0
iσ =

1− ni,σ

~ω − εi + µ+ i0+
+

ni,σ

~ω − εi + µ+ U + i0+
,(1)

which is used in obtaining the full Green’s function that
includes the hopping between different sites12. To ob-
tain an effective single-particle model, the operators ni,σ

are replaced by numbers and solved self-consistently.
The spectral function (shown in the Supplementary
Materials12) shows the same features as the DFT+U cal-
culations, i.e. two Hubbard bands and mid-gap states
close to the lower Hubbard band, for t = 0.14 eV, U = 0.5
eV, and εi = −0.3, 0 eV for rhodium and iridium sites, re-
spectively. The difference in on-site energies is compara-
ble to the variation in the spin-orbit interaction strength.
In addition, exact diagonalization results on 16 site sys-
tems show similar results. The changes in electron den-
sity are less than 0.1, in agreement with DFT, showing

that there are only minor variations in the electron den-
sity. Figure 4 shows the variations in electron densities.
For low doping (x = 0.10 and 0.15), we see that the den-
sity on the iridium sites is decreased close to the rhodium
sites to compensate for the increased density on rhodium.
For x = 0.10, the density on iridium sites more than
a couple of lattice spacings removed from a rhodium is
barely affected. For x = 0.15, we see in addition to the
hole density close to the rhodium ions, an increase in the
areas further removed from the rhodium ions. The den-
sity shows a Friedel-type behavior. For x = 0.20 and
0.25, the hole density on the iridium sites becomes more
homogeneous.

In conclusion, using X-ray absorption sum rules, we
have demonstrated that the spin-orbit coupling on both
iridium and rhodium sites has a small x dependence in
the compound Sr2Ir1−xRhxO4. This rules out the mech-
anism of spin-orbit tuning7,8, where the smaller spin-
orbit interaction strength of rhodium reduces the total
spin-orbit coupling leading to a metal-insulator transi-
tion. The DFT+U calculations show that the rhodium
doping is close to isoelectronic. The doping leads to the
appearance of impurity-like bands inside the Mott gap.
For larger x, these bands broaden and overlap with the
lower Hubbard band leading to metallic behavior. Since
the rhodium states are inside the gap, the changes in elec-
tron densities are small. An issue that requires further
theoretical investigation is the long-range magnetic or-
der, which is known to disappear at x = 0.177–11. Exact
diagonalization results on a 16 site inhomogeneous Hub-
bard model show that impurity-type doping is much less
effective at reducing the magnetization than hole dop-
ing, showing a 10% and 40% decrease in on-site mag-
netization, respectively, from x = 0 to 0.5. Although
the on-site magnetization is still finite, the long-range
order appears to extrapolate to zero after rhodium dop-
ing. Finally, Figure 1 seems to indicate that for very low
rhodium dopings, the spin-orbit coupling on the rhodium
site is actually larger than that observed in Sr2RhO4.
This implies that the iridium surroundings enhance the
spin-orbit coupling on the rhodium site. This effect is not
well reproduced by the DFT+U calculations and requires
further investigation.
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